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conversations in as many languages, and to intervene in as many
others "with a relevance which showed she had missed no word of
them. Her brother Anthony was sufficiently his father's son to win
a Balliol Scholarship, and sufficiently his mother's to display perhaps
alone of the family a streak of plastic imagination; but other
qualities are entirely his own. " I have never known," wrote his
father in 1925, " nor ever shall know, a character more perfect than
his,"
Of his sons by his first marriage, something is said in a later
chapter.
While always ready with counsel and encouragement, and wiling
to give any amount of time to their most trivial concerns, he never
sought to influence or control his children in matters large or small.
The claim to superior wisdom implied in volunteering advice was
one that repelled him : and as a parent he may be said to have
belonged to the Manchester school. The same policy of laisser-faire
pervaded his finances. In his earlier years there is visible a distinct
vein of thrift and foresight qualified by a wise adventurousness in
big decisions : but during the greater part of his life he was in
money matters generous and unworldly to the point of improvidence,
But if his finances were haphazard and marked by a sort of fatalism,
he was personally frugal, seldom buying for himself anything more
expensive than a detective novel from a bookstall, or demanding
anything in the way of comfort beyond a plate of cold beef. Un-
questionably politics impoverished him. If he had stuck to the Bar
as a whole timer, he might have amassed a very comfortable fortune.
The prospect of Office in December 1905 caused him to return a
brief of ten thousand guineas, and politics thenceforward claimed
Trim to the exclusion of the profession by which he earned his bread*
Tales of a large fortune invested in Krupps were among the more
fantastic legends circulated during the War. The answer, if one is
still needed, to such suggestions is that we see him at the age of
over seventy, writing books against time to make both ends meet:
that he died poor, and that he would have died poorer still if generous
friends—not all of one political party—had not in the last year of
his life collected a sufficient fund to spare hi'm the continued
exertions of a literary conscript.
IV
Of most people after their death it is possible to recall some pose or
setting in which they appear most completely themselves.   Two

